Abstract-Engineering safe and reliable systems demands rigorous approaches such as formal methods, using models. Since models are not always available, one needs to infer them from software artifacts. This paper defines a new inference approach for input-output systems that is based on FSM-based testing theory. Central to the approach is the notion of initial quotient of an FSM associated with a partial characterization set that controls the precision of this approximated model. The proposed method infers a model of a system under test by building increasingly precise quotients of it using counterexamples. Various experiments demonstrate its practical usability.
INTRODUCTION
One approach for engineering safe and reliable systems consists in using formal methods for verification and validation. However, many systems are developed without formal models, which motivates research on reengineering methods retrieving models from software artefacts. In this paper, we propose a new method to infer finite state behavioural models of black box components by testing them. Typically, such components could be accessed over a network, thus can only be observed at their interfaces [1] .
We assume that the System Under Test (SUT) can be modelled, at some level of abstraction, on its inputs and outputs, as a Finite State Machine (FSM). FSM-based testing theory has shown that an FSM can be identified, i.e., the SUT can be tested to be proven equivalent to it, with the help of state identifying (distinguishing) sequences, constituting, e.g., a characterization set, W-set, of input sequences. Central to our approach is the notion of initial quotient of an FSM associated with a "partial" characterization set Z ⊆ W. In essence, the quotient represents an approximate model where some states might not be distinguished.
Previous methods for automata inference have mostly been derived from grammatical inference techniques. Our method follows partly the same paradigm framework, in particular the Minimally Adequate Teacher [2] . It assumes that the SUT can be used to answer queries in two forms: output queries, where an input sequence can be submitted to the SUT (after resetting it to its initial state) to get the corresponding output sequence; and a restricted form of equivalence queries: we assume that further testing of the SUT can provide counterexamples, i.e., input sequences for which the output sequences of the SUT differ from those of the inferred FSM. Our method will thus infer an SUT by building increasingly precise quotients of it using counterexamples.
Our method departs from previous methods in that it is directly inspired by testing theory. It is also designed to be more adapted and efficient in a software testing context: although it is an active testing and learning method, it can start from existing test records as in passive testing and inference; an initial Z-set of distinguishing sequences can be provided, e.g., by the test expert. Our experiments confirm that it requires fewer queries (tests) than existing recent algorithms to infer a given FSM.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic definitions for FSM and associated sequences of events. Section 3 first defines initial quotients, and then presents our inference method and algorithms. Section 4 discusses related work. Section 5 provides results of experiments comparing our method to previous FSM inference algorithms and experiments with SIP implementations. Section 6 concludes.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS A Finite State Machine
• S is a finite set of states with the initial state s 0 ;
• I and O are finite non-empty disjoint sets of inputs and outputs, respectively;
• h A is a behaviour function h A :
Depending on the properties of the behaviour function, a number of various types of FSM can be defined as follows.
We consider only observable machines; one could employ a standard procedure for automata determinization to transform a given FSM into an observable one. All FSM are assumed to be connected (all states reachable from s 0 ). 
III. INFERRING A STATE MODEL OF A SYSTEM UNDER TEST

A. Initial Z-Quotient
To infer an FSM model we follow the main idea of Wmethod [14] , but, instead of a characterization set, we use a predefined set Z of input sequences, which defines a Zequivalence relation between states. Then the states of the FSM could be identified modulo Z-equivalence. The Zequivalence relation induces a quotient of the original machine, similar to a quotient model of a Kripke structure, by collapsing all Z-equivalent states while keeping all transitions (see [3] and [8] ). The idea leads to the following definition and eventually to an inference algorithm.
Definition 1. Given a complete FSM
• for any q ∈ Q there exists a path (s 0 ,
We use "initial" in the introduced term since the latter represents a part reachable from the initial state of a given FSM modulo Z-equivalence. Fig. 1 shows an FSM A and it initial Z-quotient. 
B. Inferring Z-Quotient of the SUT
We assume that a reset operation can be performed on the SUT, which can be modelled by a complete and deterministic FSM A over the input X and output O sets, and that we have a set of inputs I ⊆ X and a set of input sequences Z ⊆ I*. To represent the traces of SUT, we use a tree FSM.
Definition 2. Given a (prefix closed) set U of observed traces of an FSM over input set I and output set O, the observation tree is FSM (U, ε, I, O, h U ), where the state set is U, and
We use U to refer to both, a prefix-closed set of FSM traces, i.e., states and the FSM (U, ε, I, O, h U ).
To identify the quotient states, we apply inputs to the SUT, observe traces and add them to the observation tree U, initialized with {ε}. We perform Breadth First Search (BFS) on the tree and if the current node, i.e., state u, is Zdistinguishable from each already traversed state in the observation tree, we add the state u into the set of states of the quotient. Otherwise, if there exists a traversed state w which is Z-equivalent to u, we label the state u with w, u is not included into the states of the quotient, and the behaviour of the FSM A will no longer be explored from the state u. Once the tree stops growing, all the states of a (Z, I)-quotient are identified. Transitions between the states of the quotient are determined from the transitions of the observation tree.
The inference algorithm uses two procedures defined as follows. Given an observation tree U, and an unknown FSM A with input alphabet X, procedure Extend_Node(A, u, Σ) explores the behaviour of FSM A from a state reached by input sequence u by applying the input sequences of a given set Σ (queries) and returns the augmented observation tree U.
Reset A to its initial state 3.
Apply u ↓I to A 4.
Apply a 1 a 2 …a k to A, let the corresponding observed output sequence be b 1 b 2 …b k 5.
Add the trace ua 1 b 1 a 2 b 2 …a k b k and all its prefixes
end while
Given an observation tree U, and an unknown FSM A over the input set X, procedure Build_Quotient(A, I, Z, U), if (u is Z-equivalent to a traversed state w of U) 4.
Label u with w, i.e., label(u) = w 5. else 6.
Add u into Q, 7.
Extend_Node(A, u, I) 8. end for 9. for (each transition (u, ab, v) , such that neither state u nor any of its predecessors is labelled) 10 .
if (v is not labelled) 11.
Add transition (u, ab, v) to K 12. else 13.
Add transition (u, ab, w), where w = label(v), to K.
end for
We illustrate the procedure by inferring a (Z, I)-quotient of FSM A in Fig. 1 . The input set X of A is {a, b}, and we build a (Z, I)-quotient with the input set Z = I = {a, b}. Initially, U = {ε}, Z = {a, b}. Fig. 2 shows the observation tree U returned by the procedure Build_Quotient.
The procedure Build_Quotient does not guarantee that the resulting quotient preserves traces that distinguish states. Thus, the quotient returned by the procedure still needs to be checked for consistency with the observation tree U. Let a 1 a 2 …a k be an input sequence from X* and K be an FSM (Q, Given an observation tree U and a (Z, I)-quotient K = (Q, q 0 , I, O, h K ) obtained from U, we say that a node of the tree U labelled with q ∈ Q has an inconsistent label, if it has a trace that is incompatible with state q of the (Z, I)-quotient K; the trace is called an inconsistency witness for q. The idea of resolving this inconsistency is to extend the set Z with the input projection of the witness and repeat the procedure Build_Quotient until the resulting tree has no inconsistent label. This leads to the following procedure. Mark w as processed 9. end while 10. Return the last labelled observation tree and quotient.
In our running example, the observation tree U in Fig. 2 does not have any inconsistent label. 
C. Dealing with Counterexamples
A counterexample CE for a (Z, I)-quotient is a trace of the FSM to be inferred that is incompatible with the initial state of the (Z, I)-quotient. The inference method including counterexample processing is described in the following procedure. In our example, we have performed steps 1 and 2 to obtain the (Z, I)-quotient depicted in Fig. 2 . In step 3, suppose we obtain a counterexample a1a2b0b0b0a3b0b0a3. In step 5 of the while loop, we obtain the tree U in Fig. 3 . Then, calling the procedure Fix_Point_Consistency, we obtain the witness w=b0b0a3b0b0a3 for state a1a2b0 labelled with a1a2. Thus, we extend Z to {a, b, bbabba} and execute the procedure Build_Quotient. The new (Z, I)-quotient is shown in Fig. 4 .
In the second execution of the while loop, we identify that in U state a1b0b0 labelled with a1b0 has an inconsistent label, since it has the trace a2b1 incompatible with state a1b0 in the (Z, I)-quotient in Fig. 4 . In this case, the witness w is a2b1. State a1b0 has a trace a2b0, which has the input projection ab and is different from w. Thus we extend Z to {a, b, bbabba, ab} and execute Build_Quotient again. The obtained (Z, I)-quotient is equivalent to the FSM to be inferred. 
D. Strategies in Counterexample Processing
The Fix_Point_Consistency procedure used in counterexample processing can be implemented using an arbitrary strategy for searching witnesses. For example, suffixes of the counterexample of increasing length can be checked. Indeed, a bottom-up strategy, as in the Suffix1by1 method [5] , identifies a minimal-length witness suffix of the counterexample. Contrary to methods based on observation tables such as [5] , [12] , where the length of the witness is a concern, in our method we can just as well perform a topdown search which in many cases (including Moore locks and counters) is more efficient. It is also possible to identify the shortest witness by binary search on the counterexample [12] . Note that once the counterexample initial processing has yielded a new quotient, our fixpoint procedure is able to use witnesses that are in different branches of the observation tree.
IV. RELATED WORK D. Peled's paper [10] triggered the interest in using inference algorithms (in this case L* [2] ) for software validation. The proposed method actually relies on the Wmethod [14] as an oracle for finding counterexamples. It was followed by a number of approaches to use L* or modified versions of it in a testing context [1] , [11] , [12] . Instead of a table used in this work, our method uses a tree structure to record observations, which makes it possible to compare nodes of the tree with states of the model. It also avoids requiring suffix-closure properties as in many table-based approaches. The L * m algorithm [12] is another table-based approach, which uses binary search to reduce the worst case complexity factor from linear in CE length to logarithmic. However, our algorithm is more powerful, because it makes the most of a counterexample by comparing nodes throughout the tree, not just in the path provided by the CE.
The work by Meinke [7] has some similarity with our method, in particular it uses notions of congruences of outputs (similar to our equivalence relations). However, it only does passive inference, and does not consider equivalence on inputs.
Our quotient approach generalizes the k-quotient method presented in [4] .
A related area is specification mining [6] , which is a machine learning approach to discover formal specifications. This work belongs to passive inference, moreover [6] assumes variable values are accessible, while our work follows a black box approach.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. SIP Protocol
The SIP protocol is widely used in telecommunications especially for controlling voice and video calls over IP. This protocol has already been used to assess inference methods, although this has usually been done on simulated implementations (in NS-2) as in [1] . In our experiment, the model inference tool implementing our method directly interacts with actual implementations of SIP.
SIP contains 14 different types of requests, while in this experiment we focused on the four main types commonly used to make a call: Register, Invite, Ack and Bye. Outputs are the response codes and Timeout when no response is received after five seconds. As we have no information about the distinguishing sequences of SIP, the set Z is initially empty. Counterexamples were provided manually in this experiment, although other strategies could be used (e.g. random walks in the next experiment).
Our tool inferred models for two SIP implementations: that provided by iptel.org and SIP2SIP offered by AG Projects. Fig. 5 shows the model of SIP server of iptel.org obtained with 26 requests in 10 seconds. The only counterexample needed is Invite.Invite: in order to call someone on iptel.org, one has first to be authenticated. Here, the first Invite sent by the client is insufficient to make a call. A "Proxy authentication required" response (code 407) is received with the nonce needed for the authentication. Then, the authenticated Invite is sent and the "OK" response (code 200) is obtained. Fig. 5 . Inferred SIP server of iptel.org Fig. 6 shows the model of SIP server of SIP2SIP obtained with 26 requests in one minute. We used the same counterexample as above. Both models are consistent with the protocol, but there are some differences. Making a call still needs two Invite requests, but if we try to make a call again SIP2SIP returns the code 491 (Request pending) and goes to the initial state whereas iptel.org returns the code 482 (Loop detected) and returns to the previous state. Thus, we spot a difference in the Invite request handling; SIP2SIP puts this new call in the pending call list, whereas iptel.org detects that one is already talking to the echo test service and treats this as a loop. Another difference pertains to handling Bye requests that are used to close a call. In the initial state, sending a Bye request is incorrect because there is no call yet. For iptel.org, this request is possible and the server asks for an authenticated request with the response code 407 (Proxy Authentication Required), whereas SIP2SIP detects that one is trying to close a non-existing call which is a potential loop (code 482). 
B. Random Machines
In order to assess the performance of the proposed method on a large set of cases of increasing complexity, we use it to infer randomly generated FSM. In the experiments, we determine the average number of generated queries (tests) needed to terminate the inference of a random machine with a varying number of states from 50 to 1000, 10 inputs and 10 outputs. Fig. 7 presents the numbers of queries generated by our method and the table-based LM * algorithm [11] combined with the Suffix1by1 method for processing counterexamples [5] . With our method, the number of needed queries grows slowly whereas with the LM* method, it increases faster. This paper defines a new inference approach for inputoutput systems based on automata testing theory. Theoretical analysis and our preliminary experiments show that it can outperform traditional table-based approaches that come from grammatical inference. It uses an incremental set of inputs and adds distinguishing sequences only after testing shows that they are useful for identifying new states. It is well suited in the context of software testing because it lends itself to abstraction on input and output parameters. In most cases, with such abstractions, the state machine would be reduced to a number of states limited to dozens or hundreds. Another feature is that it may not start from scratch: it can start inference from a given set of traces, which it completes by active testing to build a well-defined quotient model of the SUT. Our method builds increasingly precise models of the system using counterexamples. The experiment with SIP shows that the obtained models could reveal subtleties in system implementations that may affect reliability and safety. Even though a "basic" model from the SIP standard could be known in advance, the method helps in detecting discrepancies between implementations.
Our next steps will be to experiment with various strategies when searching for witnesses. Another implementation issue deals with data structures used for the book-keeping internals of the algorithm, typically for comparing nodes. Another natural extension important in the context of software testing is to consider the relation between abstract and concrete inputs and outputs. Our approach avoids recording such information in the tree structure, it can be kept separately and other techniques can be used to handle parameters of concrete inputs and outputs.
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